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that just when you feel like you're getting bored, it changes, and tile change
comes just at the right time, if you feel it out as you go . But tile Wise tapes were
all abstraction-music and abstraction. J: What was the music on that again?
There was a section reminiscent of 2001 . E: THE SYMPHONY OF THE
PLANETS, the last piece, had music vaguely similar to 2001, but I must stress
that I made the tape before seeing 2001 . It must have been in the air, or
something. The Wise tapes were edited so that the Einstein section comes first,
then the Beatles section TOMORROW NEVER KNOWS, and then THE
SYMPHONY OF THE PLANETS. J: How would you characterize your basic
orientation to videotape? E : It's a way 1 express myself, as <in individual . J: What
of its relationship to other people? E : Well, that's not witli the videotapes-that's
with the other experiments that I do, like the Brandeis piece . It's vaguely, but not
really, a direct expression of myself-it's more in expression of how people
should perceive themselves, so in this piece they see themselves in color, delayed,
and there's music playing. The music is meant to trigger them off to move, to
dance-and they're supposed to watch themselves moving and dancing. Usually,
this is a mind-blowing experience, if they've never seen it happen beforewatching themselves delayed a few seconds. But this is another kind of statement.
I'm not saying anything about myself-not giving anything of myself, in tills kind
of thing. It's really like letting people get high on themselves-you know-get all
involved in themselves, because that's what they want to do anyway . J: It's a
feedback situation . And the rest of your work is feedback of your own self . E :
Right, the videotape is myself into tape . Right now, I'm getting ready to design a
video synthesizer, which will enable me to do live video, like in the old days there
would be a concert with a piano, now there'll be a concert with a video
synthesizer . And this is something that Pink is into also . And it's tile next step of
video. They're making new video devices, or getting ready to, in Japan, with large
displays in color, possibly flat-non-projected . J : Flat tube . E : Yes, that you hang
up on the wall . So that, everyone knows that TV is going to change into
something new-into an expanded medium, and a few people are getting ready for
it, by making the new hardware that will enable the new kind of programmingthe new kind of video communications that's going to happen . J: Do you think
flat tube will make TV projection obsolete? E : Oh, yes-if they perfect it .
J; In Truffaut's film of Bradbury's FAHRENHEIT 451, people have wall size
color television in their homes, during an era of book burning. E : Well, video will
become like books, with the advent of cassettes, so if they'd be burning books,
they'd be burning video casettes. J: You don't think there would be Instamatic
video cameras. (LAUGHTER) E : Yes, it's getting close to it already . Video will
become like 8mm film is now. They'll have minature plumbicon tubes inside
miniature video cameras, with videotape cassettes you just throw in . However, I
don't think the film industry should worry yet, because video quality is still
lacking. But that's the fault of tile equipment manufacturers--they're only
interested in making money, not in making something right . So perhaps one
company will make some equipment right, and when that happens people will
find out, and the other companies will have to follow or go down . Right now,
they're all making crap . J: Do you think the better equipment will be made by
tile Japanese? E : Possibly, but they'll have to get feedback from us-we have to
write telling the Japanese companies what we want them to manufacture, instead
of just taking what is given us-tell them what kind of new technology is needed,
because American technology is just not going to keep up with it . The Japanese
are giving us all our media-supplying us with the media tools, and we have to let
them know what we want in the future . J: How did you find the video situation
in Sweden when you were there? E : Video is state controlled-State controlled
television . They have some experimental programming, however, it was quite
boring-what I would call low-key-1 don't know if they plan it or not, but it's
meant to keep tile people tranquilized . They don't want to exciw tile people, get
them excited, for some reason, so TV is low key-it's boring . J: More boring than
American television? E: In general, Swedish TV is boring, but it's more
informative than American TV, which is just insane . The first priority with
American television is the commercials must go . Commercial television must end .
J : Do you think cable TV is tile answer? E : Some kind of alternate system where
you don't have to be bombarded, buy this and buy that, every fifteen minutes.
The whole consumer crap must go . J: That first step is pretty far-reaching . E : At
least let's get people talking about it-first let's just say, advertising must be
stopped-let's get it around . Then, once it gets around, the momentum will carry
through to the end. But a lot of people aren't even thinking about it . J: Do you
think a show like Brandeis or Howard Wise can help change people's consciousness mentation about the concept of television? E : It does haw an effect-but not
much of an effect, because not that many people come . A very small minority
of
people are getting exposed to what's going on . Nobody knows what's happening
with TV . Nobody even knows that there's television art already-don't
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think there's any hope in working through the ETV network? E : It's been
hopeless so far. J : What did you think of tire NET program THE MEDIUM IS
THE MEDIUM? E : It was a one shot deal-appeasement . J : What do you know
about KOED-TV in San Francisco? E : Nothing right now. I'll find out when 1 get
there. The immediate plan is to do the synthesizer. San Francisco is a better city .
New York is finished-it's over . It's an over city .
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